
Abstract—Text mining is knowledge analyzing technique to 
find a pattern. The side information is also called as metadata 
in most  of  the metadata based text  mining applications.  The 
side information consisting of large data in terms of weblogs, 
metadata, and non-textual data i.e. image/video, etc. This large 
data present in the unprocessed form which cannot be used for 
further text mining. Therefore, metadata based text mining al-
gorithms are used to mine the useful information. In this paper, 
the proposed approach uses the different kind of pre-processing 
steps i.e.  splitting,  tokenize,  steaming,  parsing and chunking. 
For generating the side information i.e. title, name, affiliation, 
email address, place etc. a natural language processing (NLP) is 
used. To achieve the effective clustering, the proposed approach 
uses a classical partitioning method with a probabilistic model. 
The proposed approach is compared in terms of time required 
for mining of words, accuracy, and efficiency. The presented re-
sult  shows  that,  the  proposed  approach  performs  better  in 
terms of  accuracy  and running time. In future,  a Security is 
provided for metadata based side information generation using 
Intrusion Detection System (IDS). 

Index Terms—Text Mining; Metadata; Text Mining; Side In-
formation;  Natural  Language  Processing;  Classical  Parti-
tioning; Clustering

I. INTRODUCTION

The metadata based text mining means to retrieve the use-

ful information from the large dataset. How to analyze the 

knowledge  from  unstructured  texts  [1-2]  is  the  main  re-

search component present in text mining called as text data 

mining (TDM) [3-4]. The process of text mining is similar to 

data mining process; difference is that the data mining tools 

are used to handle structured data whereas text mining tools 

are used to handle unstructured data sets ex. HTML files or 

any full-text documents etc. [5]. Text Mining is useful for 

creating new or unknown information from different avail-

able  resources  i.e.  from  different  databases  available  on 

www/internet  media.  Text  Mining  is  the  research  area  of 

computer science which consists tough links with NLP, data 

mining, machine learning, information retrieval and knowl-

edge. To find and examine an interesting mining request to 

extract  use  full  information  from  shapeless  textual  data 

through the patterns. The Preprocessing in Text Mining is as 

shown in Figure 1.

A. Side Information

The text clustering occurs indifferent domains such as the 

internet  media/www, social  networking  site,  etc.  [6-8].  A 

more research work has already been presented on the prob-

lem of clustering in text data and retrieve the same informa-

tion. Still  there is a scope in improvisation on problem of 

clustering text data. The examples of side-information gen-

eration are as follows: 

(a) Text Document Contains Links:  Text document con-

tains some helpful information for mining [9]. It  also pro-

vides relationships among  measurement and others are de-

liberate. By using specifications that anticipate your paper as 

one part of the entire proceedings, and not as an independent 

document. 

(b) Meta-data: Web documents contains data of data [10] 

consists  of  different  kinds  of  information about  the docu-

ment. For example, ownership, locality, or any temporary in-

formation which  is useful  for  mining techniques.  In  some 

user  or  knowledge  sharing  information  contains  user  tag, 

which is also very important. This is quite informative.

B. Natural language Processing

NLP is a recent research domain in a computer science 

and engineering. NLP discovers and analyze that, how the 

computer system can be used to understand and manipulate 

natural language text. The aim of researchers is how to col-

lect the information, understand the information by user and 

use  language  in specific  domain.  Therefore,  the methodo-

logies are used to develop computer systems to understand 

and manipulate natural  languages  for  text  mining [11-14]. 

NLP provide large scale disciplines and responsibilities for 

achieving and expanding the capabilities of text mining, or 

the extraction of knowledge from shapeless, example is ma-

chine-learning  paradigm of  language  processing.  NLP [3, 

15] algorithms should meet some success  in structured  or 

unstructured fields examples are medicine and biochemistry. 

The various methods of NLP are [12]: Part-of-speech tag-

ging  (POS);  Tokenization;  Splitting;  Parsing,  and  Text 

chunking  aims at  grouping  adjacent  words  in  a Sentence. 

The basics of NLP consists of several categories like com-

puter  and  information  sciences,  mathematics,  linguistics,
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Fig.1. Preprocessing in Text Mining 

 

and electronic engineering, fuzzy logic, robotics and artificial 

intelligence, psychology, etc. Applications of NLP’s are 

language text processing and summarization, machine 

intelligence, user interfaces, and cross-language information 

retrieval (CLIR), artificial intelligence systems, speech 

recognition, and so on [16-17]. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section II 

describes the related work on metadata based text mining for 

side information generation. Section III elaborates the 

proposed approach for side information generation. Section IV 

summarizes the experimental results of a proposed approach. 

Finally, this paper ends with the conclusion and future scope 

in Section V followed by the references section. 

II. RELATED WORK 

In metadata based text mining, huge web online collection is 

the main reason to develop a mechanism to create effective 

and scalable clustering algorithms used for generating side 

information [1-3]. The current proposed approaches focus on 

data processing to maximize the clustering advantage to 

generate side information. Jain and Dubes [18] proposed an 

approach for clustering text data with side information. It 

provides an idea to perform mining process a way to perform 

the mining process as to maximize the benefits of side 

information. It uses an algorithm which is a combination of 

traditional partitioning algorithms with the probabilistic 

models [1]. The stemming is the process in mining, to reduce 

different grammatical or word forms of a word like its noun, 

adjective, verb, adverb etc. Stemming is used for reducing 

inflectional forms. This paper discusses different methods of 

stemming and their comparisons in terms of usage, advantages 

as well as limitations. The basic difference between stemming 

and lemmatization is also discussed. Yang et al. [9] discussed 

in the methodologies for developing computing applications 

that will be flexible and adaptable for users. In this context, 

however, information retrieval (IR) system used to find 

location and delivery documents to satisfy user’s need. The 

stemmer’s effectively used such as spelling checker, and may 

vary language to languages. The working of typical simple 

stemmer algorithm is removing suffixes using a list of 

frequent suffixes is discussed in [12].One more complex thing 

is to use morphological knowledge to derive a stem from the 

words. The proposed approach gives a detailed view of 

common stemming techniques. 

There are many problems in clustering: first, for large 

clustering, process is too slow and second, that retrieval 

information as per user’s requirement is not improved by 

classification and clustering techniques. Basically clustering is 

used to improve predictive search and analysis. The initial 

browsing technique is nothing but the Document clustering 

[19-20]. Always there is strong association rule between 

clustering and its technique. Metadata based text mining is 

used for feature compression and extraction of reducing 

dimensionality. Clustering is main challenge when data is in 

heterogeneous form. We have different types of algorithm and 

techniques for classification and clustering. In text mining, 

data pre-processing plays very important role. Aggarwal et al. 

[8] presented a survey on text data classification and clustering 

algorithm. For classification and clustering, data is extracted 

or used from metadata for generating side information. Guha 

et al. [4] suggested the unknown discovery pattern or 

identifying interesting pattern in terms of data clustering is 

used in data mining.  

The clustering algorithm CURE which is more accurate to 

outliers, and identifies clusters [21]. Because cluster having 

non-spherical shapes. They are wide variances in size and 

shape. Zhong et al. [22] proposed an effective pattern 

discovery technique which includes the processes of pattern 

deploying and pattern evolving. To enhance the effectiveness 

of modifying the discovered patterns to find an appropriate 

unknown pattern, Franz et al.[23] proposed an unsupervised 

and supervised learning, will help to improve the quality of the 
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clustering effects of both the text metadata and side 

information.The proposed approach shows the extension of 

the clustering approach to the metadata based text 

classification using the side information or generating side 

information of the text documents. Jivani [24] discussed the 

purpose of stemming is to reduce different grammatical forms 

or word forms of a word like its noun, adjective, verb, adverb 

etc. The goal of stemming is to minimize inflectional forms 

and sometimes derivationally related forms of a word to a 

common base form. This paper discusses different methods of 

stemming and their comparisons in terms of usage, advantages 

as well as limitations. The basic difference between stemming 

and lemmatization is also discussed. 

III. PROPOSED WORK 

The proposed work consists of various steps like 

preprocessing, extraction,and stemming, etc. these are 

depicted in the work flow of the proposed work in Figure 2. 

 Collection of datasets for data mining- Selecting an 

appropriate dataset for comparing results and analysis. After 

selecting dataset some operations can be carried out 

Example- crawling, filtering, etc. 

 Preprocessing can be performed with natural language 

processing-In which we would be applying natural language 

processing techniques like splitting the document, 

tokenizing, part of speech tagging and chunking. The aim of 

natural language processing (NLP) is to convert human 

language into a machine understanding form, is easy for 

computers manipulate data and its meaning. 

 The general goal of NLP is to achieve a better and 

understanding of natural language by use of computers. It is 

very simple and fast technique for data mining. 

 For demonstration of text mining approach, proposed 

approach develops a mining algorithm with Natural 

Language for processing-preprocessing of text. Use of 

Word Net-It is a collection of words in a dictionary form 

language where dictionary of language containing 

combination of mining with natural language processing-

meanings, senses, etc of words. In this step we will be 

showing the meaning of searched data. 

In Figure 2 all the above work would be important for pre-

processing. Text mining uses NLP for demonstration. This 

would help for better and real understanding of text mining. 

Proposed approach gives efficient output with the help of 

NLP. Open NLP tools are freely available. Tools included in 

the C# port are: examples are a sentence splitter, a tokenizer, a 

part-of-speech tagger, a chunker used to ("find non-recursive 

syntactic annotations such as noun phrase chunks"), a parser, 

and a name finder.The sample text input file from CORA 

dataset is shown in Figure 3. Open NLP tool is used for pre-

processing. The Figure 4 shows the screenshot of Open NLP 

tool. 

A. Spilt 

Splitting is the term used for detecting the end of sentences. If 

we have input as a text paragraph in a string format, a simple 

way dividing paragraph into sentences. It uses syntax input. 

Split ('.') to obtain an array of strings.  Extending this to input. 

Split ('.', '!', '?'), whenever punctuation mark is occurs, 

sentences are splitting. But this technique does not recognize 

that punctuation mark can appear in the middle of sentences 

too. Figure 5 shows a screenshot of sentence splitting. 

 

Fig.2. Work Flow of Proposed Work 

 

 

Fig.3. Text Input File from CORA Dataset 
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B. Tokenizing sentences: 

Apply some NLP technique to it - part-of-speech tagging, or 

full parsing, perhaps. The first step in this process is to split 

the sentence into "tokens" - that is, words and 

punctuations.The "Tokenize" button in the tools example 

splits text in the top textbox into sentences, and then tokenizes 

each sentence. The output, in the lower textbox, places pipe 

characters between the tokens. Tokenization separated by bar 

symbol. Figure 6 shows a screen shot of sentence tokenization. 

C. Part-of-speech (POS) tagging 

Part-of-speech (POS) tagging use for providing a part of 

speech to each word in a sentence. Input is an array of tokens 

from the tokenization process, proposed shows word is noun 

or pronoun. Figure 7 shows part-of-speech tagging from 

tokenization array.  

D. Chunking (Finding phrases) 

The OpenNLPtool will group the tokens of a sentence into 

larger chunks. And each of chunk corresponding to a syntactic 

unit such as a noun phrase or a verb phrase.This is the next 

step on the way to full parsing, but it could also be useful in 

itself when meaning in a sentence larger than the individual 

words.A POS tagged set of tokens is used for chunking. 

Figure 8 shows a parsing of stream of tokens. 

E. Name Finding 

 "Name finding" is the term used by the OpenNLP library for 

identification of author’s name (as per our CORA dataset) - for 

example, people's names, locations, dates, date, day, time, 

money. The proposed approach works on the use of training 

data, and tokens.Figure 9 shows a screen shot of name finding. 

 

 

Fig.4. Screenshot of Open NLP tool 

 

 

Fig.5. Splitting Sentences 
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Fig.6. Tokenization 

 

 

Fig.7. POS Tagging 

 

 

Fig.8. Parsing 
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Fig.9. Find Naming 

 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Figure 10 shows the graph for comparison of time required for 

mining different number of words. The time required for 

mining 2 words and 4 words are 55 ms and 360 ms, 

respectively. The time increased, it depends on the number of 

filtered words from the input document. It is natural that as the 

input increases the time required to mine input dataalso 

increases but not exponentially. Table I shows the time 

required for mining words with the count of filtered words. 

 

 

Fig.10. Comparison of Time Required for Mining Words 

 

TABLE I: TIME REQUIRED FOR MINING WORDS WITH THE COUNT OF FILTERED 

WORDS FOR DIFFERENT NUMBER OF INPUTS 

Input No. of Words Filtered words Time in ms 

File 1 2 292 55ms 

File 2 4 1235 360ms 

File 3 6 3128 573ms 

File 4 8 4128 645ms 

File 5 10 4450 798ms 

File 6 12 4437 890ms 

 

Proposed approach uses dictionary keywords comparing with 

input text file with dictionary words and matched keywords 

added to the process of side information generation. Figure 11 

shows the graphical representation of word set and time 

required to generate side information. 

 

 

Fig.11. Comparison of Time Required to Generate Side Information 

for Different Wordset 

Figure 12 shows the accuracy of input data. As the input data 

increases the accuracy remains constant i.e. number of words 

are more but also accuracy is high. The efficiency of side 

information generated is shown in Figure 13. 

 

 

Fig.12. Accuracy of Input Data 
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Fig.13. Efficiency of Side Information Generated 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE

This paper presented the metadata based text mining for 

side information generation. The time required to mine input 

data depends on the size of input data. As the input data in-

creases,  the  accuracy  remains  constant  for  generating  the 

side information. Still, there is an improvement in designing 

a clustering based probabilistic approach for side informa-

tion generation. Also, there is a scope for providing a secu-

rity for side information generation and exploring the filter 

approaches.  In  future,  a Security is provided for  metadata 

based side information generation using Intrusion Detection 

System (IDS).
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